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Abstract. The factors influencing job search and job selection are related to employer branding, employer’s position and employer attractiveness on labour market. These factors make employer branding. A conception of employer branding is not an issue only in scientific research area. The employer branding can be divided into internal and external branding. The main goal of this article was to discover the factors influencing the job search and job selection based on the gender of the respondents and the type of faculty in the employer branding context. The students of Generation Y introduced a research sample of respondents. The primary data was acquired by structured questionnaire targeted at selected students of Generation Y in the Czech Republic. The total number of respondents was 655 students. Two research hypotheses and one research question have been defined. An analysis was realized using statistical software IBM Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) Statistics 23 and Microsoft Excel 2013. The verification of the research hypotheses was performed by the statistical method of the Two-sample t-Test for equal means. The research results discovered the findings that the mean perceptions of the factors influencing the job search and job selection: (1) were as the same for females and males, (2) were as the same for Generation Y students of the Faculty of Humanities (FHS) and Faculty of Management and Economics (FaME). Information about potential employers in the employer branding context was also investigated. The most frequent information about potential employers was information about job position and working conditions.
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Introduction
A lack of qualified human resources and permanent battle for suitable staff, together with preserving of human resources belong to the most important manpower questions and problems for the corporations in today’s business environment. HR marketing and employer branding can bring new opportunities and changes in these fields (Urbancová and Hudáková, 2017).

According to Keller (2013), a brand is not built by randomness but it is a result of meaningfully and systematically implementation, either implicitly or explicitly, a series of consistently and rationally linked activities with buyers, customers, consumers or clients.

In context of human resource management, personnel marketing and brand marketing, employer branding has been named as an efficient corporate strategy
to distinguish from competing companies in the industry and increase a competitive advantage in the labour market (Collins and Stevens, 2002; Lievens, 2007).

The concept of employer branding, a connection of marketing and human resource management, emerged and gained ground during the 90s (Shaikh Ibrahim, 2016).

Regarding this, Brymer, Molloy and Gilbert (2014) present an idea that the recruitment process of human resources is of indisputable importance for corporations, since employees have the possible to be a dominant and key element of competitive advantage.

As corporate environment contend many issues employer branding became a significant part of long-term corporate strategy. It is assumed that corporations will try managing the perceptions and awareness of existing and new human resources. (Stuss and Herdan, 2017).

Regarding this, Martindale (2010) mentions that employer branding and HR marketing are seen as an important and interesting conception for responding to recruitment and retention challenges in today's corporations.

According to App, Merk and Büttgen (2012), procedures, processes and approaches in human resource area, in terms of career and development, stimulation, motivation or remuneration, for instance, contribute to the creation of a special importance proposition communicated by employer brand. The employer branding symbolizes a corporation's interests to promote, both within and outside the corporation, an evident opinion of what makes it various, suitable and necessary and as an employer. Employer branding concept has achieved fame for success in recent years even nowadays (Backhaus and Tikoo, 2004).

As Peretti and Swalhi (2007) note, skilled human resources have become aware of the considerable chances on the job market and the opportunities of guiding their careers by experience in various corporations.

According to Berthon, Ewing and Hah (2005), there are five elements at play in employer brand development: social factors: friendly work relations, teamwork, motivating and stimulating environment; development factors: confidence, recognition, evolving and enriching career; application factors: possibilities to apply and transfer knowledge; economic factors: possibilities for advancement, security and remuneration; interest factors: newer methods and techniques, support of employees creativity and challenging, interesting and attractive work environment.

Bursová (2009) adds that a process of the employer brand building is essential and significant in the field of job satisfaction and job motivation of the staff and in recruitment and in search for new potential human resources for miscellaneous job vacancies in corporation.

The major aim of this paper is to discover the factors influencing the job search and job selection based on the gender of the respondents and the type of faculty (FHS, FaME). The students of Generation Y constitute a research sample of respondents. The primary data will be acquired by structured questionnaire targeted at selected students of Generation Y in Czech Republic.
Literature review

Employer branding and employer attractiveness

According to Vendolská and Kačerová (2016), a situation and conditions on the labour market, not only in the Czech Republic, show great changes not only for corporations but also for human resources (potential candidates). Regarding this, Deaconu, Marinas and Puia (2008) say that the requirement of job search, job selection and evaluating the human resources in corporation is imposed by the faster tempo of the technical-scientific and economic development, by the emergence of some perform in almost all activity areas, by the fierce competition due to the international extension of many companies’ activity.

Demographic facts, data and trends are forcing corporation to revise their positions in the labour market. It is obvious that it is not the multiple the potential employees (candidates) that compete for the same job position in corporation but rather that there are several corporations and positions within them competing for the same potential employee in the labour market. Because of this the role of human resource management is changing, adding to their usual activities also the task of selling the job positions. In doing this it may be beneficial to seek help in areas that were formerly thought as pure marketing department fields. Building on the opinion of the image and reputation of corporations and their brand discovered the concept of a corporation’s brand as an employer – employer brand (Franca and Pahor, 2012).

Regarding this, Guthridge, Komm and Lawson (2008) assert that in light of an ever-increasing global shortage of the experienced and qualified people, corporations are seeking effective and diverse approaches to attract and retain potential and current human resources. The process of globalisation has allowed subjects to compete with other subjects from all over the world to attract resources: human, financial, materials and infrastructure (Popescu, 2012). Nevertheless, Porvazník, Ljudvigová and Vydrová (2017) say that the process of globalisation means more dangers than opportunities, which leads to human crisis on a global scale.

Various industries are facing cumulative competitive fight among corporations to inspire loyal, skilled and experienced employees (McDonnell, 2011).

Regarding this, Urbancová, Richter, Kučírková and Jarkovská (2017) say that employer branding process; the bettering public awareness and growing the loyalty and satisfaction of the present human resources can obtain new qualified human resources.

The employer branding describes to a corporation’s image and reputation as an employer and its value proposition to its employees (Barrow and Mosley, 2011).

According to Lane (2016), the employer branding contains the principles, practices and tools by which a corporation influences its image, reputation and brand as an employer, among specified segments – for example current and potential employees.

Employer brand provides economical, psychological and functional benefits offered by the corporation (Ambler and Barrow, 1996; Berthon, Ewing and Hah, 2005).

Regarding this, Charbonnier-Voirin, Poujol and Vignolles (2017) say that employer branding is of growing needs to corporations facing employee attractiveness, motivation and retention problems.
According to Mitra Crișan (2013), nowadays corporations that underestimate social activities will have more and more a handicap in their employer branding and their business.

Employer brand contains the symbolic, nominal and helpful characteristics of the job activity and of the corporation as perceived by human resources (internal employer brand – internal marketing concept) and candidates (external employer brand – external marketing concept). Employer brand is also understood a value proposition and a pledge for current and potential human resources (Franca and Pahor, 2012; Soulez and Guillot-Soulez, 2011; Srivastava and Bhatnagar, 2010).

The internal marketing concept declares that corporation’s human resources are its primary marketplace. One element of internal marketing that is still insufficiently developed is employer branding and particularly employer attractiveness. The employer attractiveness is described as the expected advantages that a potential person sees in working for a corporation (Berthon, Ewing and Hah, 2005).

According to Lievens (2007), the employer brand management contains three main levels to interest and retain workforce: (1) characterization the employer’s value proposition (the offer tied to corporate goals, values and work characteristics), (2) communicating that offer, and (3) aligning the employer’s internal and external brand to ensure that the corporate identity promoted includes reality in the workplace.

Employer attractiveness is perceived and evaluated from a holistic point of view, defined by Collins and Kanar (2013) as subjective assessments of the attractiveness of a brand described through surface brand associations.

Regarding this, Kissel and Büttgen (2015) impart that the employer attractiveness mainly depends on a comprehensive assessment of a corporation according to its corporate image; it is not a rapid procedure determined by specific job-related information acquired in social media platforms. Xie, Bagozzi and Meland (2015) state that corporation’s reputation, employer attractiveness and corporation’s reputation between applicants’ self-identities (applicants not only the Generation Y) and their perceived corporation identity influence on job applicants’ job pursuit intentions through mediation of cognitive social identity.

**Weakness of the employer branding**
A research area of the employer branding has got several imperfections and weaknesses. First, there are frequently differences in the debates about the employer brand, especially the identifier, process, and the development of employer branding (Davies, 2008; Moroko and Uncles, 2008). Second, various related approaches, concepts and terms such as internal and employee branding, employer name and image and employment image or employer brand equity and employer knowledge are dissimilarly described and implemented (Edwards and Edwards, 2013; King and Grace, 2008; Lievens and Slaughter, 2016; Saleem and Iglesias, 2016). Third, the employer branding research has been carried out in various other areas (for example marketing) and in related research areas (e.g. the corporation attractiveness), making it hard to distinguish those researches from actual employer branding papers.
(Berthon, Ewing and Hah, 2005; Chapman, Uggerslev, Carroll, Piasentin and Jones, 2005). Fourth, there is no universal conformity with the target segment of employer branding. Although most scientific papers, researches or projects describe a focus on potential and current human resources, the majority of empirical research focuses on only recruitment of employees (Lane, 2016).

**The Generation Y**

According to Racolța-Paina and Luca (2011), nowadays’ turbulent era spins around the interesting challenges brought along by the informational society. Therefore, the Internet provided the perspectives on digital world of networking, information, and lack of space and time obstacles. Also, it triggered the form of a New Economy, new population – the Generation Y and a new employee and costumer.

The Generation Y is often named as Millennials, as the first global generation or as Next Generation or as Google or @ Generation. The people of Generation Y have akin typical features, attributes and characteristics, regardless of their birth (their country of origin). The people from Generation Y were born between 1980 and 1995 (Horváthová, Bláha and Čopíková, 2016; Knight, 2014; Zemke, Raines and Filipczak, 2000).

Noble, Haytko and Phillips (2009) say that the Generation Y includes people born between years 1977 and 2000. Other research workers or authors shorten this period to years 1980 – 1994 (for example, Bednall, Valos, Adam and McLeod, 2012). The Generation Y (e.g., Cogin, 2012; Shaw and Fairhurst, 2008; Shen Kian, Wan Yusoff and Rajah, 2013; Wan Yusoff and Shen Kian, 2013): are energetic and positive; give preference to sincerity and openness; want flexibility; job is just one preference in life – not the preference; want a positive work environment; want training and development; expect to be empowered; want negligible rules; require daily feedback; are online 24 hours a day.

People of Generation Y comprehend that the using of online tools can bring them the interesting advantages. People of Generation Y use social media networks very often to communicate and are truly interested in new technologies in the market (Klapilová Krbová, 2016).

Regarding this, Curus (2008) informs that statistics demonstration that in general, any 21 years old youngster has already sent an impressive number of 250,000 e-mails and text messages, also spending 3,500 hours socializing online.

In this article, the Generation Y consists of people born between 1980 and 2000.

**Methodology**

The contribution deals with the employer branding. The employer branding and employer attractiveness were evaluated by students of Generation Y in the Czech Republic. It is important to realize that the employer branding is built through HR marketing (personnel marketing) tools. A research sample of respondents was constituted by students at Tomas Bata University in Zlín.

The main goal of the submitted paper was to discover the factors influencing the job search and job selection based on the gender of the respondents and the type
of faculty. A quantitative research was realized at TBU in Zlín. The respondents were students of these faculties and were representatives of Generation Y.

Professional scientific monographs, scientific journals and scientific papers in the Web of Science database and Scopus database dealing with the contemporary questions and issues, namely employer branding, employer attractiveness and the Generation Y, were analysed within the secondary sources.

Primary data were achieved by qualitative and quantitative marketing research. Some of the results are introduced in this contribution.

The research sample of respondents was selected randomly. The condition was that both the female and the male must have been Generation Y students of FHS and FaME.

The qualitative marketing research was carried out through semi-standardized interviews with selected students of Generation Y (the students of FHS and FaME) in 2017 (in October). A main aim of this exploratory research was explained the research goal and suggested an anonymous questionnaire survey.

The quantitative marketing research was implemented through questionnaire survey. The structured questionnaires were available in the electronic (via email) as well as printed form and distributed among selected students of Generation Y.

Open questions, semi-open questions and closed questions, which were assembled on the basis of the study of professional scientific monographs, documents and semi-standardized interviews, were used to obtain answers. The questionnaire survey respected anonymity of respondents and ethical aspect.

A pretest of the structured questionnaire survey was realized in November 2017. The pretest of the structured questionnaire survey was performed on a sample of twenty respondents. A comprehensive questionnaire survey was performed on the basis of an evaluation of the pretest results. This research was conducted from December 2017 to January 2018.

A total number of 655 relevant questionnaires were acquired. In order to assess the research results, descriptive statistics tools such as absolute and relative frequencies were used.

Two research hypotheses (H1, H2) and one research question (RQ1) were defined on the basis of exploratory research, especially literary research, analysis and evaluation of the information and facts obtained:

H10: According to the respondents participating in the research sample, the mean perception of the factors influencing the job search and job selection females and males is equal.

H1A: µ1 - µ2 ≠ 0

H1A: According to the respondents participating in the research sample, the mean perception of the factors influencing the job search and job selection females and males is different.

H20: µ3 - µ4 = 0

H20: According to the respondents participating in the research sample, there is no difference in the mean perception of the factors influencing the job search and job selection between Generation Y students of the FHS and FaME.

H2A: µ3 - µ4 ≠ 0

H2A: According to the respondents participating in the research sample, there is a difference in the mean perception of the factors influencing the job search and job selection between Generation Y students of the FHS and FaME.
H2\textsubscript{A}: According to the respondents participating in the research sample, there is difference in the mean perception of the factors influencing the job search and job selection between Generation Y students of the FHS and FaME.

H2\textsubscript{A}: \( \mu_3 - \mu_4 \neq 0 \)

RQ1: What type of looking for information about potential employers will be the most frequent according to addressed students of Generation Y?

The verification of the proposed research hypotheses was performed by the Two-sample t-Test for equal means. A formula for the pooled estimator of \( \sigma^2 \) is:

\[
S_p^2 = \frac{(n_1-1)s_1^2 + (n_2-1)s_2^2}{n_1 + n_2 - 2}
\]

(1)

Where \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) are the standard deviations of the two samples of respondents (women and men, FHS and FaME) and \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) are the sizes of the two samples of respondents.

The formula for comparing the means of two populations using pooled variance is:

\[
t = \frac{\bar{x}_1 - \bar{x}_2 - \Delta}{s_p \sqrt{\frac{1}{n_1} + \frac{1}{n_2}}}
\]

(2)

Where \( \bar{x}_1 \) and \( \bar{x}_2 \) are the means of the two samples, \( \Delta \) is the hypothesized difference between the two samples of respondents (0 if testing for equal means), \( s_p^2 \) is the pooled variance, and \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) are the sizes of the two samples. The number of degrees of freedom for the problem is:

\[
df = n_1 + n_2 - 2
\]

(3)

To evaluate the data, a statistical software IBM SPSS Statistics 23 and Microsoft Excel 2013 were used. The results of qualitative and quantitative marketing research were used for answering the formulated research question. The selected scientific methods, including analysis, synthesis, induction and deduction, were used for processing of both secondary and primary information resources and to define the research conclusions.

The specification of the sample of respondents

The qualitative marketing research, the semi-standardized interviews, was comprised of twenty-five respondents – students of Generation Y (the students of the FHS and FaME). The quantitative marketing research, an anonymous questionnaire survey, was composed of 655 respondents. Thirteen questionnaires were excluded because of incomplete information.

The respondents were segmented according to the following criteria: gender of respondents, biological age of the respondents and faculty of respondents.

In this article, the Generation Y consists of people born between 1980 and 2000. The structure of the addressed students of Generation Y is shown in the table below (Tab. 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>The absolute frequency (N)</th>
<th>The relative frequency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>59.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>40.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The structure of the addressed students of Generation Y
The table (Tab. 1) describes the structure of the addressed students of Generation Y. The variables are: gender, biological age and faculty of respondents.

**Empirical results**

This chapter describes the main results of research. The main aim of this research was to discover the factors influencing the job search and job selection based on the gender of the respondents and the type of faculty. The students of Generation Y introduced a research sample of respondents (the Generation Y consists of people born between 1980 and 2000).

The factors influencing the job search and job selection were determined as follows: (A) certainty of employment, (B) permanent salary/wages, (C) good relationships in the workplace, (D) good career development possibilities, (E) employee benefits (telephone allowance, car, meals, travel, housing, etc.), (F) successful and well-known corporation on the market, (G) environmentally orientated production of corporation, (H) flextime – flexible working hours, (I) work with modern equipment and technologies, (J) existence of corporate rules, (K) other employee benefits, (L) space for own realization.

The respondents used the 5-point Likert-type scale (from 1 = strongly importance to 5 = strongly irrelevance) to respond to the scale items in this measure.

**Difference between female and male respondents**

The research sample of respondents for the first part of research – explored the difference in perception of the factors influencing the job search and job selection between women and men. The research sample comprised of 389 women and 266 men.

As mentioned above, the determination of differences in perception of women and men was made by the Two-sample t-Test for equal means. The results of the Two-sample t-Test for equal means are shown in the table below (Tab. 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>Std. Error Difference</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the Diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 years</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>6.42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 years</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>21.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 years</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>23.82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 years</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>21.98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 years</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>14.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 years and over</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>12.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHS</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>43.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaME</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>56.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s own results.
The two-Sample t-Test for equal means showed the following results. Since the p-values are greater than the significance level (0.05), for all factors, except other employee benefits, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.

According to respondents participating in the research sample, it can be confirmed the mean perception of the factors influencing the job search and job selection for females and males is as the same. It differs for one factor only other employee benefits. It means that this one factor shows differences in perception between women and men.

**Difference between Generation Y students of the FHS and FaME**

The research sample of respondents for the second part of research – explored the difference in perception of the factors influencing the job search and job selection between Generation Y students of the FHS and FaME. The research sample consisted of 286 students of the FHS and 369 students of the FaME.

As mentioned above, the determination of differences in perception of students of the FHS and FaME was made by the Two-sample t-Test for equal means. The results of the Two-sample t-Test for equal means are shown in the table below (Tab. 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>Std. Error Difference</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the Diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2.543</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>.239</td>
<td>.094</td>
<td>.055 - .424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2.539</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>.167</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td>.038 - .296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2.804</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.147</td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>.044 - .250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>-.245</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>.807</td>
<td>-.011</td>
<td>.044</td>
<td>-.097 - .075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1.374</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>.170</td>
<td>.077</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>-.033 - .187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>-.744</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>.457</td>
<td>-.059</td>
<td>.079</td>
<td>-.213 - .096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>.454</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>.650</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.069</td>
<td>-.104 - .166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.211</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>.226</td>
<td>.057</td>
<td>.047</td>
<td>-.035 - .149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>-.620</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>.536</td>
<td>-.048</td>
<td>.077</td>
<td>-.198 - .103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>2.075</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>.038</td>
<td>.088</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>-.005 - .171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>1.807</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>.145</td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>-.013 - .303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>2.214</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.157</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>.018 - .297</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s own results.

**Table 3. Test of hypothesis H2 – the Two-sample t-Test for equal means**
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The two-Sample t-Test for equal means showed the results from the table above. Since the p-values are greater than the significance level (0.05), except for factors: A, B, C, J and L, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.

According to respondents participating in the research sample, it can be confirmed the mean perception of the factors influencing the job search and job selection for Generation Y students of the FHS and FaME is as the same. It differs for five factors only A, B, C, J and L.

It means that these five factors show differences in perception between Generation Y students of the FHS and FaME.

**Information about potential employers**

Based on qualitative research, the possible areas of information about potential employer were defined. These possible areas were further explored through quantitative marketing research. The structured questionnaire survey, besides other things, also included a selection question. This selection question examined information about potential employers and its frequency. The respondent had a choice of the following alternatives: general information about corporation (core values, targets, vision, and so on); information about job position and working conditions; references and corporation rating (work atmosphere, career opportunities, and so on); information about internships or trainee programs for students. The respondents could choose more choice alternatives.

The table (Tab. 4) presents information about potential employers according to frequency. The frequency was evaluated by addressed students of Generation Y.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>The absolute frequency (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information about job position and working conditions</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References and corporation rating</td>
<td>632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General information about corporation</td>
<td>604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about internships or trainee programs for students</td>
<td>588</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s own results.

As it can be seen from the table (Tab. 4) above, the most frequent information about potential employers was information about job position and working conditions. References and corporation rating (work atmosphere, career opportunities, and so on) were on the second place. General information about corporation (core values, targets, vision, and so on) was on the third place. Information about internships or trainee programs for students was finished on the fourth place.

**Discussion**

Moroko and Uncles (2008) introduce idea that as with customer-centric brands, attractiveness is based on attentiveness, differentiation and significance.

The main goal of this paper was to determine the factors influencing the job search and job selection based on the gender of the respondents and the type of faculty. The students of Generation Y introduced a research sample of respondents.
The results came along with the finding that the mean perception of the factors influencing the job search and job selection for females and males was as the same. This mean perception differed for one factor only other employee benefits. It means that this one factor showed differences in perception between women and men. And also, the mean perception of the factors influencing the job search and job selection for Generation Y students of the FHS and FaME was as the same. This mean perception differed for five factors only: (1) certainty of employment, (2) permanent salary/wages, (3) good relationships in the workplace, (4) existence of corporate rules, (5) space for own realization. It means that these five factors showed differences in perception between Generation Y students of the FHS and FaME. Information about potential employers was also investigated. The most frequent information about potential employers was information about job position and working conditions.

In connection with the survey results it can be stated that for the Slovak students is the most relevant variable by choosing an employer permanent employment and permanent salary (90 % of respondents). It should be highlighted that the variable of permanent employment and steady salary are momentous only for 41 % of Chinese students, which is less than half compared to the result in Slovak Republic. For students in China is the most significant variable the opportunity for career development (78 % of respondents). Friendly working atmosphere and positive relationships in the workplace are important for Chinese and Slovak students. People of the Generation Y perceive that the time spent at work considerably affects the quality of their personal lives, and therefore they gave this variable a great significant (72 % of respondents from China and 77 % of respondents from Slovak Republic). Only about for 33 % of the students from China and Slovakia are important activities in the environmental area and the quality of its production (Plchová and Turáková, 2016).

According to Reis and Braga (2016) and their research survey, remunerations, development possibilities, and social relationships and needs are characteristics that could be highlighted in the job offer focused on employees of the Generation Y.

Dabirian, Kietzmann and Diba (2017) identified by their research study seven key employer branding areas that current, former, and potential human resources care about when they assess corporations. These findings introduce: (1) social factors of job, (2) challenging, motivating and interesting job tasks, (3) the dimension to which knowledge and skills can be used in significant ways, (4) chances for personal and professional development, (5) compensation for employees, (6) the importance of management, and (7) work/life balance. These key areas do not all matter to the same extent and illustrate how their relationships and importance differ across corporations, particularly if corporations are considered particularly successful or unsuccessful places to work.

According to Leekha Chhabra and Sharma (2014) and their researches, it was found that among the students, favourite corporate characteristics were corporate culture, brand name and compensation. Students evaluated job portal to be the favored channel for employer attractiveness. The research showed that there exists an important and positive correlation between likelihood to apply and strong brand image.
Wołodżko and Woźniak (2017) discovered the findings that less than 30% of the biggest corporations issue messages and information not only about their corporate social responsibility programmes and activities on their websites, while for about 66% of new employees – of new employees, such information would engage them to send their application to this potential corporation.

According to Plchová and Turáková (2016) and their research studies, it can be said that students also in China and in Slovakia feel interest in job description – information about job position and working environment – (80% of students from Slovakia and 76% of students from China). According to the results of the survey, primary information about the corporation, its vision, values and goals are particularly significant for the Slovak students (75% of respondents from Slovakia and 52% respondents from China). Compared to the website of corporation, students have the possibility to get on social networks references about the given corporation, ranking and comparison of different companies and assessment of the end users. For students from both countries are further important information about the work environment and possibilities for further training and career development in the corporations.

Researches showed that corporations are increasingly competing to attract highly qualified people in different specialized fields; therefore, those corporations that attract the best human resources will have a distinct edge in the marketplace (Maheshwari, Gunesh, Lodorfos and Konstantopoulou, 2017).

Heilmann, Saarenketo and Liikkanen (2013) highlight in their research survey, the major factors for employer branding strategy are better employer name and image, improved job satisfaction, more active and effective recruitment and improved job motivation.

Otken and Okan (2016) dealt with Generation Y in their research study. The results of the researches present that respondents were involved in the study want to work in (1) technology, (2) entertainment and (3) automotive sectors. The Generation Y respondents also want to work in Turkcell, Apple, Google, Microsoft, Vodafone, Mercedes and BMW. Also, they think that creativity and openness to innovation are the most significant attributes of today’s employee.

According to Kissel and Büttgen (2015) and their researches, information collected from social media and self-congruity have no immediate impacts on perceived employer attractiveness and application intentions but are completely mediated by a strong company image.

**Conclusion**

The main objective of this contribution was to determine the factors influencing: (1) the job search and (2) job selection based on the gender of the respondents and the type of faculty in the employer branding context. The students of Generation Y introduced a research sample of respondents.

The research results discovered the finding that the mean perception of the factors influencing the job search and job selection in the employer branding context for females and males was as the same. This mean perception differed for one factor only: (1) other employee benefits. It means that this one factor showed differences in perception between women and men.
And also, the mean perception of the factors influencing the job search and job selection in the employer branding context for Generation Y students of the FHS and FaME was as the same. This mean perception differed for five factors only: (1) certainty of employment, (2) permanent salary/wages, (3) good relationships in the workplace, (4) existence of corporate rules, (5) space for own realization. It means that these five factors showed differences in perception between Generation Y students of the FHS and FaME.

Information about potential employers was also investigated. The most frequent information about potential employers in the employer branding context was information about job position and working conditions. And then, these factors followed: (1) references and corporation rating (work atmosphere, career opportunities, and so on), (2) general information about corporation (core values, targets, vision, and so on), (3) information about internships or trainee programs for students.

A value and an originality of this article are based on discovery the factors influencing the job search and job selection in the employer branding context in Generation Y students and findings opinions on information about potential employers that is relevant, interesting and plays an important part for Generation Y students.

This research has got certain limits – it is obvious that the number of respondents was not so large. The respondents were only: (1) people from Czech Republic, (2) people from Generation Y, (3) university students, (4) students of the FHS and FaME. Despite these weaknesses and limitations of this research, it is hoped for fact that the research has provided new, interesting and original information and findings in this research area.

This paper offers interesting and different questions for further research. One question is the discovery and discussion about factors influencing the job search and job selection people in Generation Z and Generation X in the employer branding context. The second question to be explored could be the decision of respondents to go to work to a certain corporation based on employer branding. And finally, a comparative research between people of Generation X, Y and Z should take place (in context their expectations, needs, opinions and employer branding).
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